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CONTACT
Cristèle Dumas 
administration, production
—
cristele[at]pegazz.com
+33 (0)6 35 46 80 87
—
Website

MusiCal ColleCtive
© Marion Gambin

EduCATiONAl ANd CulTurAl ACTiONs

Pégazz & l’Hélicon undertakes a wide 
range of cultural actions : in nurseries, 
primary schools, high schools, prisons, 
conservatoires… Different places, various 
audiences and projects especially built for 
them. These exchanges give the audiences, 
as well as the artists, the opportunity 
to develop their ideas, sometimes beyond 
the topic of music, with questions related 
to the representations of ourselves in our 
jobs and gender equality.

GrEEN ChArTEr

With our green charter, our commitments 
go beyond music. Urgent action is needed, 
from each of us, at our own level, whatever 
our field of activity is. Therefore we take 
an active part in reducing the impact 
of our activities on the environment.

PÉGAzz FEsTivAl

now a regular annual event, our festival 
will take place on the 13th, 14th and 15th 
of october 2023 at the comptoir,
Fontenay-sous-Bois (94). 
Three days, 8 concerts, come and join us !
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pégazz & l’hélicon is a lab for improvised 
music formed by a collective of jazz and 
improv musicians around paris brought 
together by their desire to create, 
produce and spread pluralistic musical 
forms: bands, festivals, tours, recordings, 
and other artistic and cultural initiatives.

With roots in jazz, but liberated from 
the conventions of the genre by other 
musical influences (rock, baroque, 
contemporary and traditional music), 
the musicians in this collective share 
a taste for the offbeat, for atypical 
instrumentations and for large ensembles, 
as well as flouting musical forms and 
taking an uncompromising approach 
to sound matter. The collective 
is also active in its defense of musicians’ 
rights, ecology, and gender equality 
– all are values that it holds dear.

its initiatives have included projects 
by paul Jarret, grégoire letouvet, Julien 
Soro, Raphaël Schwab, Quentin ghomari, 
Marc Benham and Delphine Deau since 
2022, as well as encounters with other 
musicians and collectives in our network 
(pégazz Festival, Soirées pégazz).

MusiCal ColleCtive

http://www.pegazz.com
http://www.pegazz.com
http://www.pegazz.com
http://www.pegazz.com
http://www.pegazz.com
http://www.youtube.com/@pegazzlhelicon
http://www.facebook.com/pegazzetlhelicon/
http://www.instagram.com/pegazzlhelicon/
http://soundcloud.com/pegazzetlhelicon
http://www.pegazz.com/


Creation 2022

Compositions written by the english 
lute player John Dowland between 1597 
and 1603 inspired pianist Delphine 
Deau to create this prepared piano 
solo piece.Dowland’s pieces are written 
with such clarity, they could almost be 
considered jazz standards; the prepared 
piano’s textures mingle with the powerful 
melodies, unlocking their poetic essence.

MUSicianS 
quentin ghomari trumpet
yoni zelnik double bass
antoine paganotti drums

sweet Dog is a laboratory for improvising 
and exploring new forms of spontaneous 
music composition, shaping dense, organic 
sound matter in real time and meandering 
through imaginary landscapes – some 
contemplative and minimalist, and others 
untamed, even violent. 
in 2023, the “sweet Dog on the Moon” 
creation will revolve around an encounter 
between the original trio and two major 
musicians in the world of improvised 
music: the multi-clarinet player Catherine 
Delaunay and the singer emilie lesbros.

From Zappa to progressive rock, this trio 
reinvents classic tunes and updates them 
for this unconventional line-up. this trio offers 
a singular approach to the classical organ. 
it is currently touring in France and abroad.

les Rugissants, a tentet led by Grégoire 
letouvet, is an orchestra with a singular 
collective groove capable of building  
authentic musical dramas that blend 
lyricism and complexity. situated between 
written compositions and improvisation, 
this ten-piece has influences that owe as 
much to the jazz of today as to classical 
and contemporary music.

saxophonists Julien soro and léa Ciechelski 
are voices singing, crying out, yelling, 
whispering while the rhythm section 
of ariel tessier - Gabriel Midon stays 
on course, supports and guides the 
big fish across the stream. Freedom, 
swirl, weightlessness, games, power, 
contemplation…these are words 
which can resonate with Big Fish.

Before the drift of the continents, Pangaea 
united africa, america and europe in one 
piece. that’s how tricératops is wandering 
around, as a free and poetical jazz trio with 
varied influences and a rare instrumentation, 
searching for this unknown universal earth. 

MUSicianS 
julien soro tenor and soprano saxophone
léa ciechelski alto saxophone
gabriel midon double bass
ariel tessier drums

MUSicianS 
marc benham piano, orgue hammond
fidel fourneyron trombone
émile biayenda drums, percussions

the saxophonist Julien soro brought 
together this «power threesome» 
featuring an uncommon instrumentation 
(one woodwind, two percussions, and two 
keyboards) and a shared desire to play 
a type of music where freedom, playfulnesss 
and a form of trance are essential 
ingredients. the compositions may emerge 
in improvisation and temporarily inhabit the 
sound movement and musical tempo, but 
nothing is set in stone. impulse, enjoyment 
and jubilation are at the heart of this very 
rare and unpredictable music.

a fascinating duo conversing through musical 
dialogues. its freshness and spontaneity have 
emerged from years of musical complicity, 
from the National Conservatory of Paris (CNsM) 
to orchestre National de Jazz (oNJ).

Pj5 — Pj5 is influenced by English and Scandinavian 
rock, pop and electro bands, as well as the New York jazz 
scene. the band stays strongly attached to the wide jazz 
tradition and at the same time offers a modern sound 
where the melody thread is always running throughout 
the music. on stage, Pj5 sends out a huge sound, with 
an omnipresent melodic lyricism and explosive energy.

a.l.e. (acoustic large ensemble) 
is an ambitious new project by guitarist 
Paul Jarret: a large, non-amplified 
ensemble with an atypical instrumentation 
and 14 musicians playing in a circle, 
surrounded by the audience. 
Jazz and improvised music will coexist 
with minimalism, repetition, clear melodies, 
drones, folk influences and traditional 
Northern european music.

sChwAB sOrO TriO rCm
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led by trumpet player 
Quentin Ghomari, Ôtrium is 
a close band with an acoustic, 
raw and direct sound, made 
of pure melodic phrases which 
resonate and play with silence. 
sometimes contemplative 
and dreamlike, sometimes wild 
and determined, its music lets 
expressiveness, exchanges 
and spontaneity come first.

musicians — paul jarret guitar
jules boittin trombone  ariel tessier drums
alexandre perrot double bass
maxence ravelomanantsoa tenor saxophone

musicians — raphaël schwab double bass
julien soro tenor saxophone

musicians — henri-charles caget drums 
yves rechsteiner organ  frédéric maurin guitar

MUSicianS 
paul jarret guitar
julien soro tenor saxophone
ariel tessier drums
catherine delaunay clarinets
emilie lesbros vocals

the silence of woods is made of thousands 
of forest leaves rustling. Guitarist Paul Jarret 
makes a cabin for himself in the middle 
of the woods and finds himself on his own 
in this paradoxical silence. He creates his own 
paths to get lost better, to be with himself again. 
an encounter with one’s own self. 

a volcanic duet with an astonishing 
soul connection.

PAul JArrET sOlO 
“inTo The WooDS”

GONAm CiTy FOr kids 
YoUng aUDience — WiTh JM FRance

musician — paul jarret guitar, effects
musicians — marc benham piano
quentin ghomari trumpet

MUSicianS 
paul jarret artistic direction, guitar
thibault gomez harmonium
fabien debellefontaine tuba
fanny meteier tuba
jules boittin trombone
hector lena-schroll trumpet
alexandre perrot double bass
étienne renard double bass
fabiana striffler violin
maëlle desbrosses viola
éléonore billy tenor nyckelharpa
bruno ducret cello
maxence ravelomanantsoa 
tenor saxophone
élodie pasquier bass clarinet

MUSicianS 
julien soro 
ténor and soprano saxophone, keyboards
stéphan caracci vibraphone, keyboards
ariel tessier drums

MUSician 
delphine deau prepared piano

musicians 
grégoire letouvet composition, piano
corentin giniaux clarinet
raphaël herlem baryton saxophone
léo jeannet trumpet
thibaud merle tenor saxophone
jean-baptiste paliès drums
jules boittin trombone
alexandre perrot double bass
théo philippe alto saxophone
rémi scribe soprano saxophone, tenor saxophone

Creation 2022Creation 2023disc release in June 2022

disc release in march 2023 . on tour

disc release in 2023

musiciens — 
raphaël schwab double bass
sylvain bardiau trumpet marc benham piano
guillaume christophel tenor saxophone
fabien debellefontaine bass trombone, tuba
florent dupuit alto saxophone, flutes
illyès ferfera tenor saxophone
quentin ghomari trumpet
paul jarret guitar
balthazar bodin trombone
julien soro alto saxophone
ariel tessier drums

innovative big band music with a lively 
and joyful spirit for adventures. Born from 
the intensely active skull of an alchemist gifted 
with a dry wit, the Big schwab’s compositions 
work on the layering of sound levels and offer 
a wide range of emotions. 

lE GrANd sChwAB

On tour Jm France
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https://soundcloud.com/tcheloviek/sets/trio-jarretperrottessier-downmixes
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/sweet-dog/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/otrium/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/players/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/a-l-e-acoustic-large-ensemble/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/prepare-for-dowland/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/triceratops/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/big-fish/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/sweet-dog/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/les-rugissants/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/gonam-city/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/schwabsoro/
http://www.pegazz.com/musiciens/paul-jarret/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/le-grand-schwab/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/triorcm/
http://www.pegazz.com/projets/pj5/
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